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QUESTION 1

Solid State Drives (SSDs) have been added to a POWER7 system, and the administrator would like to migrate
filesystems with high I/O activity to the SSDs. What TWO options or commands will assist the administrator with
identifying filesystem activity? (Select 2) 

A. svmon 

B. tprof 

C. filemon 

D. Hot File Detection 

E. fileplace 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 2

In addition to enabling remote command execution, which task highlighted in the graphic below must be visited to
enable an administrator with hmcoperator permissions to run HMC commands from another server using ssh? 
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A. "Change Network Settings" to open pott 22 

B. "Remote Operation" to indicate that this HMC can be operated from a remote host 

C. "Remote Virtual Terminal" to enable virtual terminal connections for remotely connected HMC 

D. "Manage Task and Resource Roles" to give the hmcoperator task role permission to ssh to the HMC from a remote
host 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

What is the purpose of using tape drive special files? 

A. To specify an action during certain tape operations 

B. To eject tapes at the end of a tape operation 
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C. To configure alternate pathing of tape devices 

D. To enable the tape SCSI Device Driver for a device 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Which configuration will provide an LPAR maximum network resilience and performance with two Ethernet adapters? 

A. Configure both Ethernet adapters as IEEE 802.3ad link Aggregated with src_dst_port mode 

B. Configure EtherChannel using Internet Protocol over InfiniBand (IPoIB) with 64K TCP/IP MTU 64K Superpacket 

C. Configure EtherChannel with one Ethernet adapter as primary adapter and one as backup with hash mode
roundrobin 

D. Configure both adapters with Quality of Server (QoS) adapters and configure virtual IP address on interfaces 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Two different administrators are asked to change the hostname of a system due to a misunderstanding The current
hostname is set to misunderstanding. The current hostname is set to \\'ozi\\'. The first administrator thinks the hostname
should be set to \\'kiwi\\' and he runs the command: 

# hostname kiwi He checks his work by running the hostname command again and he sees this output # hostname kiwi
The second administrator thinks the hostname should be \\'texan\\' and he runs the command: # uname -S texan He
checks his work by running uname -n and sees the output # uname -n texan 

What will be the output of the hostname and uname -n command when the system reboots? 

A. The output of both commands will be \\'kiwi\\' after reboot. 

B. The output of both commands will be \\'texan\\' after reboot. 

C. The output of both commands will be \\'ozi\\' after reboot. 

D. The output of the hostname command will be \\'kiwi\\' and the output of the uname -n command will be texan". 

Correct Answer: C 
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